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Re: Draft Forest Plan Comments 
 
Dear Forest Planning Team,  
 
American Whitewater is a national non-profit 501(c)(3) river conservation organization founded 
in 1954. We have over 5,500 members and 100 local-based affiliate clubs, representing 
approximately 80,000 whitewater paddlers across the nation. American Whitewater’s mission is 
to protect and restore America’s whitewater rivers and to enhance opportunities to enjoy them 
safely. As a conservation-oriented paddling organization, American Whitewater has an interest 
in the river environments of the Nantahala-Pisgah National Forest. A significant percentage of 
American Whitewater members reside within easy driving distance from the Forest and regularly 
travel to this area for recreation.  
 
American Whitewater is a proud member of the collaborative Nantahala-Pisgah Forest 
Partnership (NPFP), a group of more than 30 members and affiliates representing a diverse 
cross-section of public lands interests, working together since 2013 to create a lasting voice for 
innovative management and public investment in the public forests of North Carolina’s 
mountains for the future. The Partnership recently reached a major milestone in crafting and 
signing consensus recommendations for improving the Draft Forest Plan, and we fully support 
those recommendations, which were submitted as comments on the Draft Plan, dated June 25, 
2020.  We have crafted these organizational comments to be complementary and 1

supplementary to the Partnership recommendations, with the interests of our many partners in 
mind.  

American Whitewater has also fully participated and served in various leadership capacities in 
the Nantahala Pisgah Stakeholder’s Forum, and was a signatory to that group’s 
recommendations as well.  
 

1 Nantahala-Pisgah Forest Partnership. Comments on the Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests 
Proposed Land Management Plan. (June 25, 2020) 
https://cara.ecosystem-management.org/Public/Letter/2528454?project=43545 

http://www.americanwhitewater.org/
https://cara.ecosystem-management.org/Public/Letter/2528454?project=43545


We have spent vast amounts of time listening to Forest Service staff and other stakeholders to 
gain an understanding of their interests and knowledge of the Forest. We have likewise shared 
our interests in Forest management that supports sustainable outdoor recreation and thriving 
natural environments. As a founding member of the Wild and Scenic River Coalition, and a 
participant in the development of the 2012 Planning Rule and many Forest plans, we have an 
interest in exemplary Wild and Scenic River management.  
 
First and foremost we would like to commend you and thank you for your work. You staffed 
many collaborative meetings, taught the public a master class in Forest management through 
public meetings and other outreach, and incorporated many ideas into the Plan that rose up 
through collaborative groups. The Draft Plan itself is based on win-win alternatives, incorporates 
stretch goals, and offers worthy streams a new protective screen as eligible for Wild and Scenic. 
We offer these comments on good parts of the Plan, as well as several parts that need work, in 
this context of appreciation and partnership, and with what we know is a shared goal to have a 
well-managed Forest that has broad support.  
 

1. Wild and Scenic Eligibility 
 

We would like to thank the Forest Service for doing an excellent job of recognizing the value of 
nine additional streams as eligible for Wild and Scenic designation, bringing the total to 22 
streams across the Forest.  We feel that each of these streams merit this protection for their 2

recreational, scenic, and biological values, and note that the Nantahala-Pisgah Forest 
Partnership recommended each of them in our 2017 recommendations and remains supportive. 
Throughout the Forest Planning process American Whitewater provided comments, images, 
films, presentations, media interviews, and expert opinion that these streams merit protection. 
Eight of the nine streams, with Flat Laurel Creek being the exception, are unique and exemplary 
whitewater runs. These range from the mellow scenic float on the South Toe, to the diverse and 
remote whitewater opportunities on Santeetlah, to challenging gems like the West Fork Pigeon 
and Thompson rivers.  
 
The Draft Plan does not find 12 streams eligible that were recommended by American 
Whitewater and the 2017 NPFP Recommendation. These streams, grouped intentionally in 
watershed systems, are: 
 

● East Fork Tuckasegee (a change from the eligibility report), Panthertown Creek, 
Greenland Creek,  

● Gragg Prong, Harper Creek, North Harper Creek, Lost Cove Creek,  
● Rock Creek,  
● North Fork of the French Broad River,  
● East and West Fork Overflow Creek, and, 

2 Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests Proposed Land Management Plan (2020). Pg. 242-246.  
 



● Tanassee Creek.  
 
All of these streams are in a Management Area that is geared toward passive management, 
except for the North Fork of the French Broad River and Tanassee Creek, both of which are 
largely in Matrix. Of all of the above streams found ineligible, the North Fork French Broad and 
the three Panthertown Valley streams are our priorities for reconsideration, and we hope you 
will also take a hard look at the rest. We ask that you consider the following new information 
regarding our priority streams.  
 
North Fork of the French Broad  
 
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Management Plan (DEIS) and 
Draft Plan errs in viewing whitewater paddling in a one-dimensional frame that wrongly equates 
the North Fork of the French Broad (the “North Fork”) with very different rivers.   3

 
The DEIS states that the Upper Nantahala provides a comparable floating experience to the 
North Fork and is a source of competitive events. Not so. The Upper Nantahala is roadside for 
its entire length with significant associated visual impacts, whereas the North Fork flows through 
a roadless valley with few signs of mankind. The Upper Nantahala is dewatered by upstream 
hydroelectric dams, and runs less frequently and predictably at flows suitable for paddling than 
the free-flowing North Fork. American Whitewater negotiated 8 annual recreational releases on 
the Upper Nantahala which are great but they are far more crowded than the North Fork, and 
require a fee and a commercial shuttle. There are no competitive events on either river as far as 
we know. These rivers are also 90 miles (2 hour drive) apart, making their relative recreational 
value quite different for people living in different locations.  
 
The DEIS also states that “the Nantahala River has a highly developed outfitter guide program 
and the supporting facilities that enable a more comprehensive recreation experience.” We do 
not find this statement relevant. Paddlers seeking Class IV+ steep whitewater seldom utilize 
outfitters or guides, we don’t believe paddling outfitters operate on either the North Fork or the 
Upper Nantahala, and both rivers have outfitters that offer gear sales, a gathering location, food, 
and beer along the river on a proximal downstream reach.  
 
Lastly, the DEIS states that there are other challenging whitewater runs throughout the region of 
comparison, including the Tellico, Oco[n]ee, Wilson Creek, and the Chattooga in North Carolina. 
These rivers require driving 3 hours and 21 minutes, 2 hours and 43 minutes, 2 hours and 11 
minutes, and 55 minutes, respectively. The Ocoee is a dam release, crowded, roadside, 
commercially rafted, playboating run that is totally different than the North Fork. Wilson Creek is 
a comparable river in many regards, though a long drive, and to our point on the North Fork’s 
eligibility Wilson Creek is Congressionally designated as a Wild and Scenic River. The Tellico is 

3 Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Management Plan, Nantahala Pisgah National 
Forest, App F, Pg. 427 



also quite comparable, though roadside, and too far from most North Fork paddlers to serve as 
a comparable surrogate. The Forest Service prohibits paddling on the Chattooga in North 
Carolina for the seven warm months each year on most of the river, bans paddling entirely on 
the rest of the river, and requires a hike-in of over 1-mile for one reach, among other limits. 
These prohibitions on paddling the Chattooga render it not comparable, or a legal substitute, to 
the North Fork.   4

 
Several unconsidered facts combine to make the North Fork eligible. The recreation community 
just knows these things, we feel them when on the North Fork, and we’ll attempt to document 
them here.  
 
The North Fork is a classic whitewater run. It offers numerous unique and distinctive high-quality 
rapids of similar difficulty, with no portages or severe hazards, and nice short pools and sections 
of easy whitewater between the named rapids, which add to safety without adding a lot of 
flatwater. The scenery is superb, with good water clarity, large boulders, and intact forest. There 
is no other rapid like Boxcar Falls, anywhere. Paddlers float from a pool to a blind horizon line, 
tipping over the edge they slide down a steep waterslide that accelerates them along a flat rock 
shelf to a second lip over which paddlers launch into 10 feet of freefall. Looking back upstream 
the impressive view is of the river falling over converging waterfalls that drop from both sides of 
the river into the middle. Boxcar is just one classic rapid of many, including Submarine, the 
Clog, Vortex, and Razorback. We should note that in decades of frequent use, there has not 
been a paddling fatality on this river, and the safety of the riverbed is a major value of this river.  
 
Second, the river runs at boatable flows far more than most regional streams of this difficulty 
because of its big watershed and channelized bedrock rapids. We conducted an analysis of the 
North Fork based on the optimal flow preferences on the river (>350 cfs on the USGS French 
Broad At Rosman Gage) and determined the North Fork runs at a boatable flows on an average 
of 83 days annually, which is 22.7% of annual days. As such, it runs far more than other rivers 
in the area. Importantly, it also runs for one or more days after big rain events than other 
streams, so paddlers can run rivers that require heavy rains on day-one of a storm and then 
have the North Fork for several days thereafter. During smaller storms, the North Fork may be 
the only river or one of few that reach runnable levels. The river’s hydrology makes it more 
predictable and valuable as a recreational resource.  
 
Many whitewater paddlers do not wish to, or are not capable of, running class V whitewater. The 
North Fork is of a difficulty and exposure-level that is attractive and beloved to many advanced 
whitewater paddlers that are enthusiasts up for an adventure, but not into running very hard or 
dangerous whitewater. For many paddlers, the North Fork is a perfect run on which to enjoy the 
flow state and immersion in nature that being on challenging whitewater provides for, without 
undue risk or the need for expert-level skills. While difficult to explain, this niche filled by the 
North Fork is deeply valued.  

4 Id.  



 
Lastly, we’ll add that the North Fork is close. The river is a standard after-work run for Asheville, 
Brevard, and Hendersonville area paddlers, and a go-to destination for a much broader area. 
The Asheville-Hendersonville-Brevard Area has a vast river-related outdoor economy that 
includes gear building, summer camps, guiding, and other forms of related businesses. People 
move here to work and raise families and start businesses because of the paddling resources, 
and very high on many of those peoples’ list of recreational amenities is the North Fork because 
of its frequent good flows, proximity, safety, and quality. It is a part of what makes Western 
North Carolina an attractive place for paddlers to call home.  
 
We recommend that the North Fork be found eligible for Wild and Scenic designation for all the 
aforementioned reasons.  
 
Upper Tuckasegee, Panthertown Creek, and Greenland Creek 

The DEIS wrongly dismisses the Upper Tuckasegee, Panthertown Creek, and Greenland Creek 
from eligibility findings.  

The Upper Tuckasegee was included in the Draft Eligibility Report as eligible, but then removed 
in the DEIS without explanation. We would like that decision to be reconsidered. The 
Tuckasegee analysis states:  

Upper section: Upper East Fork of the Tuckasegee (upstream of Tanasee Dam            
Reservoir) flows through and from Panthertown Valley. Dangerous conditions exist at the            
top of any waterfall. It is recommended to stay away from the top of waterfalls.   5

This is not a reason to find a river ineligible. In fact, the numerous waterfalls in the Panthertown 
Valley on all three streams are hiking destinations, very fun to paddle, and incredibly scenic. 
The recreational analysis should consider the values, not the risks. Risks at waterfalls are 
ubiquitous on the Forest. What makes the waterfalls of the Panthertown Valley unique are not 
their risks but their rare and prized remote setting and the associated solitude, combined with 
good trail access.  
 
The Highland Domes GA features its namesake granitic cliffs towering over valleys. High in 
these watersheds, beneath the iconic domes, Panthertown stands alone in its public ownership. 
The Chattooga, Congressionally designated as a Wild and Scenic River, has vast private land 
development in it’s upper watershed, as does the Cullasaja, Horsepasture, Toxaway, and 
others. At least one adjacent valley surrounded by massive domes - akin to a eastern Yosemite 
- is entirely privately owned and off limits to the public. The result of Panthertown’s public land 
holdings and backcountry management is that the streams are uniquely accessible, clean, cold, 
and quiet, and the views from them are uniquely uninterrupted and wild.  

5 Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Management Plan, Nantahala Pisgah National 
Forest, App F, Pg. 528 



 
We would also like to point out that the streams of Panthertown valley are far more tannic than 
other streams on the Forest. This creates rare water quality and scenery. People travel to see 
the falls and quiet sections of these streams, and are welcomed by the tea colored water of the 
far north, associated with wetlands and coniferous forests. In West Virginia similar streams are 
recognized for their uniqueness in places like Blackwater Falls State Park, Tea Creek, 
Cranberry Glades, and Red Creek flowing from the Dolly Sodds Wilderness. We feel that the 
DEIS may have missed just how unique these tannic “blackwater” conditions are in the 
Southern Appalachians.  
 
We recommend that the Upper Tuckasegee River, Panthertown Creek, and Greenland Creek 
be found eligible for Wild and Scenic designation for all the aforementioned reasons.  
 

2. Chattooga Wild and Scenic River Management 
 
The Draft Plan doubles as the Comprehensive River Management Plan (CRMP) for the 
Chattooga Wild and Scenic River. The management direction in the Draft Plan is essentially 
identical to the prior Plan as it was amended in 2012 to ease restrictions on whitewater paddling 
but retain seasonal, flow, and total geographical prohibitions.  The figure below shows the 6

geographic scope of these prohibitions.  
 

6 See Decision Notice and Finding of No Significant Impact, Amendment #22 to the Nantahala and Pisgah 
National Forests Land and Resource Management Plan, Managing Recreation Uses in the Upper 
Segment of the Chattooga Wild and Scenic River Corridor (January 2012).  



 
 
The management direction for the Chattooga River does not vary by alternative and was not 
analysed in the DEIS, despite scoping requests to do so by American Whitewater and others, 
including a formal request from the Nantahala Pisgah Stakeholder’s Forum,  and despite an 7

Agency monitoring report indicating significantly changed conditions and containing new and 
superior scientific information.  The DEIS offers no explanation as to why this issue was 8

removed from the scope of the planning process. The Final Plan should reconsider the need for 
these prohibitions and remove them from the Plan given the factual and public record 
supporting their elimination, and ongoing harm.  

7 See Sustainable Recreation Plan Component Recommendations, Stakeholders Forum, Nantahala 
Pisgah National Forests (April 12, 2016). Pg. 3. “Goal: Restore normal nationally-consistent management 
of paddling by removing the geographical, seasonal, and flow based paddling prohibitions on Chattooga 
River and tributaries in the NC National Forests. Recommendation: Do not carry forward prior plan 
components containing geographical, seasonal, and flow based paddling prohibitions on Chattooga River 
and tributaries in the NC National Forests. Do not carry forward limits on where paddlers may launch. 
Continue to require permits, and update permit language to match plan language. Voluntary/optional 
closures or recommendations are acceptable indirect limits.” The decision was documented in meeting 
notes: 
https://www.nationalforests.org/assets/pdfs/2016-4-12-Stakeholders-Forum-Meeting-Record_finaldraft.pd 
8  Louis Berger. Chattooga National Wild and Scenic River Upper River Recreation Use Monitoring Study 
Report (February 2019). https://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/fseprd645266.pdf  

https://www.nationalforests.org/assets/pdfs/2016-4-12-Stakeholders-Forum-Meeting-Record_finaldraft.pdf


 
The 2012 Planning Rule is based on a solid premise that adaptive management should be 
utilized to incrementally improve management actions. The system uses an 
implement-monitor-adapt strategy that provides the Forest Service with the management 
flexibility it needs to account for inaccurate initial assumptions, to adapt to changes in 
environmental conditions or to respond to subsequent monitoring information.   9

 
The 2012 Chattooga analysis acknowledged that the predictions and initial assumptions therein 
were approximate, based on limited data, and that monitoring should lead to updates:  
 

As discussed in the Recreation ORV analysis (Section 3.2.1), recreation use and social             
impact data for the upper segment of the Chattooga WSR is limited. Although a few               
studies have been conducted in parts of the corridor, and monitoring, workshops or             
logic-based calculations have informed impact analyses as part of this planning process,            
precise estimates of use, social impacts and use-impact relationships are approximate.           
Recreation monitoring would allow the agency to address these data shortcomings over            
time.  10

 
Eight years of monitoring has revealed the shortcomings that were acknowledged in 2012, that 
the presumptions in the 2012 analysis were largely wrong. The 2012 Amendments required 
permits for paddling the river but not other uses, and set into motion a monitoring plan to track 
recreational use in the river corridor more generally.  The Agency has an internal dataset of the 11

paddling permits that is part of the record for this plan revision and has been shared annually 
since 2012. The Agency also commissioned Louis Berger to conduct the monitoring and 
produce a report of the results, which was published in February of 2019, and is part of the 
record for this plan revision.  American Whitewater requested and then worked with a 12

researcher to analyze the raw monitoring data to explore additional questions, the results of 
which we published in a supplemental report and shared with the Agency as part of the record 
for this plan revision.   13

 
Based on the monitoring, we now know that the 2012 amendment was based on inaccurate 
hypothetical predictions that have now been replaced and invalidated by significant new 
scientific information. The 2012 Forest Planning Rule is clear that: 

9  See 2012 Forest Planning Rule, § 219.7 and § 219.3, as well as Forest Service Handbook 1909.15, 
Chapter 10, 14.1.   
10 US Forest Service. Environmental Assessment Managing Recreation Uses in the Upper Segment of 
the Chattooga Wild and Scenic River Corridor. Pg. 42. 
11 See Decision Notice and Finding of No Significant Impact, Amendment #22 to the Nantahala and 
Pisgah National Forests Land and Resource Management Plan, Managing Recreation Uses in the Upper 
Segment of the Chattooga Wild and Scenic River Corridor (January 2012). 
12 Louis Berger. Chattooga National Wild and Scenic River Upper River Recreation Use Monitoring Study 
Report (February 2019). https://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/fseprd645266.pdf  
13 John Ryan McGreevy and Kevin Colburn. Chattooga National Wild and Scenic River Upper River Use 
Report: Reconsidering congestion, conflict, and experience of various visitor types. (March 2020). 



 
The responsible official shall use the best available scientific information to inform the             
planning process required by this subpart. In doing so, the responsible official shall             
determine what information is the most accurate, reliable, and relevant to the issues             
being considered. The responsible official shall document how the best available           
scientific information was used to inform the assessment, the plan decision, and the             
monitoring program as required in §§ 219.6(a)(3) and 219.14(a)(4). Such documentation           
must: Identify what information was determined to be the best available scientific            
information, explain the basis for that determination, and explain how the information            
was applied to the issues considered.  14

 
In failing to reconsider Chattooga River management based on new superior information, the 
Draft Plan fails to meet this mandate. Consider the following information regarding new 
information and changed conditions that should have, and should now, lead to the removal of 
the paddling prohibitions on the Chattooga River as described below.  
 
Paddling Visitation is Far Lower Than Predicted 
 
The 2012 Amendment was based on assumptions that have been invalidated by subsequent 
actual use records. Paddling use numbers have been over 98% lower than predicted on the 
Chattooga Cliffs reach, and over 95% lower than predicted on the Ellicott Rock reach.  
 
The 2012 Amendment assumed: 
 

● Whitewater boaters would use every day in the open boating season that is between 350 
cfs and 800 cfs, an annual average of 39 days.   15

● That of 34 optimal days, 6 would see peak weekend use of 20 paddlers on Chattooga 
Cliffs and 70 paddlers on Ellicott Rock, 11 days would see weekday peak use of 5 
paddlers on Chattooga Cliffs and 20 on Ellicott Rock, and 17 days would see 2.5 
paddlers on Chattooga Cliffs and 10 on Ellicott Rock.   16

 
The following tables show the striking difference between the Agency predictions and reality as 
revealed by monitoring.  
 
 
 
 

14 See 2012 Forest Planning Rule, § 219.3 
15 US Forest Service. Environmental Assessment Managing Recreation Uses in the Upper Segment of 
the Chattooga Wild and Scenic River Corridor. Pg. 128-129 
16 Whittaker, D. and B. Shelby. 2007. Capacity & Conflict on the Upper Chattooga River; An integrated 
analysis of 2006-2007 reports. Prepared for the U.S. Forest Service. June 2007.  



Chattooga Cliffs reach predicted use compared with actual use 

 2007 / 2012 
Prediction 

Monitoring Result Difference 

# of boating days in analysis 34*, 39 40  

% of available days used by 
paddlers  

100 5 95% less 

# of paddlers 218 7 96.8% lower 

# of paddler groups  62** 2 96.8% lower 

 
 

Ellicott Rock reach predicted use compared with actual use 

 2007 / 2012 
Prediction 

Monitoring Result Difference 

# of boating days in analysis 34*, 39 40  

% of available days used by 
paddlers  

100 18 82% less 

# of paddlers 832 35 99.6% lower 

# of paddler groups 237 10 95.8% lower 

 
* Source: 2007 Integrated Report, Pg. 36-37, 82. Predicted use of optimal paddling days 350-650cfs year-round, the 
best corollary to current monitoring of paddling on flows over 350 with seasonal restrictions.  
**Source: 2007 Integrated Report, Pg. 23. Estimated group size was 2-5 people, we used the average of 3.5. 
 
The limits imposed on paddlers in the 2012 Amendment were based on assumptions that 
97-99% more paddlers would float the river on available days than actually float the river. This 
justifies a new hard look at the appropriateness, benefits, and impacts of the prohibitions. We 
feel strongly that these monitoring data invalidate the premise behind the need for the 
prohibitions, and indicate a need for change.  
 
Paddling Related Conflicts Have Not Occured 
 
The 2012 EA predicted and designed limits to prevent potential conflicts between paddlers and 
other visitors, going so far as to create an entirely new concept of “boat-free conditions” to 
prevent encounters for seven months of the year. In eight years, unsurprisingly, no such 
conflicts occurred even though there was ample seasonal overlap of paddling other uses. In the 
official monitoring conducted for the Forest Service, there were only four conflicts reported in the 



corridor and those were related to off-leash dogs and loud music.  The monitoring data strongly 17

show 1) that paddlers float the river on rainy high-water days when other types of visitors are 
seldom present, 2) that encounters between paddlers and non-paddlers are rare and positive, 
and implicitly 3) that the river is like all other similar streams in the region in terms of the small 
amount of paddling use and paddling not significantly contributing to conflicts. The lack of 
conflicts and low use justifies a new hard look at the appropriateness, benefits, and impacts of 
the seasonal and flow-based prohibitions. We feel strongly that these monitoring data invalidate 
the premise behind the need for the prohibitions, and indicate a need for change. 
 
Seasonal Use Pattern Assumptions Were Wrong 
 
Analysis of the Forest Service commissioned year-round data suggests that congestion is not 
primarily seasonal. While the Monitoring Report focuses on summer “peak” months, higher 
levels of backcountry use occurred in those months of data omitted from the core analysis of 
Berger’s report. The correlation between use and river flow/precipitation far outweighs seasonal 
variation. Thus, the assumption that seasonal paddling limits somehow avoid encounters during 
peak times of use is no longer supportable. In reality, paddling is naturally segregated from peak 
use times by preferences for high-flow days, regardless and totally independent of season.   18

 
Wood Cutting Prohibition Has Been Effective 
 
There was some concern in 2012 that paddlers would remove large woody debris from the 
Chattooga River, and the Forest Plan prohibits this activity. Monitoring has found that paddlers 
are not removing wood from the Chattooga, and the management is working for both the river 
and paddlers.  
 
Access Trails are Done 
 
Another changed condition is that all the access trails and areas needed for paddling have been 
completed. Some of this work was done through partnership support thanks to REI and the 
National Forest Foundation. In 2012 there was some level of concern and controversy about the 
construction of new trails, and/or the interim use of non-system trails by paddlers. This issue has 
been resolved. All river access is now provided by sustainable system trails. Because of this 
changed condition, the off-trail foot travel prohibition and designated launch areas no longer 
serve a need, especially given the very small amount of paddling use of the reaches.  
 
Public Support Has Grown Significantly 
 

17 See Louis Berger. Chattooga National Wild and Scenic River Upper River Recreation Use Monitoring 
Study Report (February 2019). Pg. ix.  
18 John Ryan McGreevy and Kevin Colburn. Chattooga National Wild and Scenic River Upper River Use 
Report: Reconsidering congestion, conflict, and experience of various visitor types. (March 2020). Pg. 4, 
8, and 15.  



Both the Nantahala Pisgah Forest Partnership and the Nantahala Pisgah Stakeholders Forum 
submitted consensus or more general recommendations to the Forest Service as comments on 
the Draft Plan that call for reconsidering, easing, and removing the some or all of the paddling 
prohibitions on the Upper Chattooga. This is an astounding diversity of stakeholders that spans 
conservation groups, angling and hunting groups, hiking groups, and other relevant 
stakeholders. This is a significant changed condition, because in 2012 there were several 
groups concerned about paddling on the Chattooga based on the Agency predictions of impacts 
and lack of trail access.  
 
Request For Specific Changes to Chattooga River Management in the Draft Plan 
 
We request the following changes:  
 

● Change WSR-S-31, which prohibits paddling the Chattooga River in NC April 1 – 
November 30, on days not reaching 350cfs, and upstream of Green Creek. 

 
Seasonal Prohibition: We request that the Forest Service remove the seasonal prohibition on 
paddling in the Final Plan. As shared above, this change is merited because monitoring has 
invalidated the basis of this prohibition. Specifically, non-paddling use and thus potential 
encounters are not correlated with season - but rather flow and rainfall, paddling use is vastly 
lower than predicted, and conflicts do not in fact result from encounters. This prohibition 
needlessly prevents visitors from enjoying the Chattooga Wild and Scenic River by boat on 
high-flow days for seven months out of the year. Lifting the prohibition would have no 
discernible impacts, but allow small numbers of the public to paddle the river during the warmer 
months, which would be a delightful experience. The Nantahala Pisgah Forest Partnership 
supports elimination of this prohibition.  
 
Flow-based Prohibition: We request that the Forest Service remove the flow-based prohibition 
on paddling in the Final Plan. Analysis of the monitoring data shows that paddling use increases 
with increasing flows, and non-paddling use decreases with increasing flows, naturally reducing 
encounters. We should note that paddlers have little if any interest in paddling on days with 
lower flows than those available under current management (which on days with decreasing 
flow allows paddling at levels well below 350cfs if they so choose). The flow based prohibition 
thus has little real-world effect, and is unnecessary. Just as importantly, paddling use (and thus 
encounters) are vastly lower than predicted and do not result in conflicts. Lifting this closure 
would have no discernible effect, but should be done to reduce unnecessary regulation and to 
cease broadcasting a message of conflict. The Nantahala Pisgah Forest Partnership supports 
elimination of this prohibition.  
 
Geographical Prohibitions: We request that the Forest Service remove the prohibition on 
paddling 1.3 miles of the Chattooga Wild and Scenic River upstream of Green Creek in the Final 



Plan. This prohibition serves only to block the public from launching upstream of private lands,  19

through which paddling is allowed under state law.   20

 
Importantly, changed conditions make the prohibition unnecessary, in that the Forest Service 
has completed a system trail providing paddlers access to the Chattooga River below the 
private land parcel. In doing so the Agency has provided paddlers with a way to essentially 
portage the section of the Chattooga River flowing through private lands (which they would have 
the right to paddle absent the Forest Service closures) if they so desire. With this hike-in option 
in place, the Agency has adequately mitigated concerns of both landowners and paddlers, and 
the upstream closures are no longer needed.  
 
We note that all rivers and streams on the Nantahala-Pisgah National Forest, as well as the vast 
majority of streams on the entire National Forest System, eventually flow onto private lands, yet 
a closure to prevent the public from leaving federal lands and waters and exists only here. 
There is no explanation for why this unique management is implemented here and nowhere 
else, and there must be, as it harms the public by needlessly and wrongly limiting their access 
to outdoor recreation and their rights under State law.  
 

● Eliminate WSR-S-32, which prohibits paddling on Chattooga tributaries.  
 
This prohibition has little to no effect, as we are unaware of any tributaries of the Chattooga 
River in North Carolina that would be capable of supporting paddling. Any use would be an 
extreme rarity, if it exists at all. The 2012 Amendment imposed this closure to prevent conflicts 
with brook trout recovery, but there is no information to suggest that paddling and brook trout 
recovery are incompatible or even related in any way.  The prohibition on removing large 21

woody debris has proven effective since the 2012 Amendment, rendering this closure 
unnecessary. The unexpected low use of the Chattooga River further invalidates the need for 
prohibition of the activity on these tiny tributaries.  
 

● Eliminate WSR-S-37, which requires that all visitors stay on trails. 
 
Changed conditions merit elimination or at least reconsideration of this closure. This closure has 
no real effect on paddling, which is managed under other plan components. It does however 
effectively prohibit hunting, fishing, and any other form of recreation that requires leaving trails 
on 2,325 acres of public land. We feel this is overbearing, unnecessary, and importantly for us it 
(along with the other prohibitions mentioned herein) reflects poorly on the Wild and Scenic 

19 US Forest Service. Environmental Assessment Managing Recreation Uses in the Upper Segment of 
the Chattooga Wild and Scenic River Corridor. Pg. 45 
20 See NC Attorney General Opinion that states: “Citizens have the right to travel by "useful vessels" such 
as canoes and kayaks, "in the usual and ordinary mode" on waters which are in their natural condition 
capable of such use, without the consent of the owners of the shore.” 
https://ncdoj.gov/opinions/use-of-navigable-in-fact-streams-without-consent-of-riparian-owners/ 
21 Id.  



Rivers Act as a designation tool in it’s severe limitations on recreational use. Wild and Scenic 
designation should not be used to prohibit off-trail (or on-water) travel without a very good 
reason. In this case, no such reason exists. With the completion of the new river access trails for 
hikers, anglers, and paddlers, this closure no longer serves a purpose. This changed condition 
merits changed management.  
 

3. Support For Specific Plan Changes Detailed in the Nantahala-Pisgah Forest Partnership 
Comments.  
 

American Whitewater fully supports the entirety of the NPFP comments as a cohesive and 
balanced approach to improving the Draft Forest Plan.  We would like to share a few 22

relationships between NPFP requested plan components and whitewater paddling to further 
bolster the NPFP recommendations. Please consider the following: 
 

● Recreation should be considered in all kinds of projects to enhance visitors’ experiences. 
The NPFP comments note numerous such situations, from stream crossing replacement 
that could benefit river access to stream restoration projects involving wood installations 
that could impact paddling without due consideration. These low-hanging-fruit 
opportunities are ways of respecting the public’s connection to the land and water of the 
Forest through recreation while managing in a multiple-use context. 

● Recreational visitors love clean water. The elements of the NPFP comments that focus 
on bringing roads up to management standards more quickly, and on more passive 
management or protection of streamside zones, will benefit paddlers, anglers, and all 
who treasure the clean, chilly waters of the Forest. Clean water has significant benefits 
to the health, wellbeing, and experiences of Forest visitors. 

● Recreational visitors love native fish and wildlife. Viewing native fish and wildlife can 
significantly enrich recreational experiences, and the NPFP comments highlight 
numerous measures that will benefit these species.  

● Recreational visitors seldom do just one activity. A survey of American Whitewater 
members found that a large percentage also hike, mountain bike, rock climb, camp, and 
fish. Plan components that benefit the access and enjoyment of multiple recreational 
activities are at times greater than the sum of their parts for visitors, who delight in being 
welcome to participate in a variety of activities, and actively choose destinations that 
offer them.  

● Recreational visitors aim to “pay where we play” and benefit local economies however 
and whenever possible. We appreciate the lens of economic development in the plan as 
it captures one of many benefits of outdoor recreation. 

● Recreational visitors show up to help. NPFP recommendations that support ongoing 
collaboration and volunteerism are critical to the future of the Forest.  

 

22 Nantahala-Pisgah Forest Partnership. Comments on the Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests 
Proposed Land Management Plan. (June 25, 2020) 
https://cara.ecosystem-management.org/Public/Letter/2528454?project=43545 

https://cara.ecosystem-management.org/Public/Letter/2528454?project=43545


 
 
 
Conclusions 

 
We commend the Forest Service on its Draft Plan and the generally inclusive and open process 
that led to its development. As an active member of both the NPFP and the Stakeholders 
Forum, we thank the Forest for their support of both groups, and encourage consideration and 
adoption of the recommendations submitted by both collaborative groups. We ask that you 
reflect on the comments above and both improve and expand Wild and Scenic River protections 
on the Forest as we recommend. We would welcome the chance to have additional dialog with 
the Forest Service regarding any of the content of these comments, or the comments of the 
collaborative groups of which we are members. We look forward to continuing our role as 
supportive partners of the Agency and the Forest in particular. Thank you for your hard work 
and dedication, and for considering these comments.  
 
Sincerely,  

 
Kevin Colburn 
National Stewardship Director 
American Whitewater 
PO Box 1540  
Cullowhee, NC 28723 
kevin@americanwhitewater.org  
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December 15, 2015 
 
Attn: Plan Revision  
Team Leader,  
National Forests in North Carolina 
160 Zillicoa St., Suite A  
Asheville, NC 28801 
Submitted electronically to NCplanrevision@fs.fed.us  
 
Re: Wild and Scenic River Evaluation Input 
 
Dear Michelle,  
 
American Whitewater is pleased to share our knowledge of potentially Wild and Scenic eligible 
streams on the Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests.  We had previously submitted 
information on 22 streams we recommend as eligible, as well as support for the pre-existing 10-
12.  The Forest Service’s list of 53 potentially eligible streams is a very good one, and includes 
our recommendations. We would like to thank your team for putting together a solid list of 
exemplary streams for analysis.    
 
We are most familiar with streams that are large enough to support whitewater paddling and will 
focus on sharing the known values of these streams.  This is not to say we don’t feel other 
streams are eligible for biological and other reasons, we are simply unaware of the values of 
some smaller streams and we look forward to reviewing additional information in the Draft EIS.  
 
We ask that the Forest Service recognize the value of whitewater paddling in the Southern 
Appalachians and the unique role the Forests play in protecting paddling opportunities. Paddling 
steep mountain streams in the United States is an activity that has its roots in Western North 
Carolina, where pioneers of the activity have long pushed barriers on the region’s challenging 
waterfalls and rapids. This occurs because the region has a stunning array of almost daily year-
round paddling options of all difficulties, which is true nowhere else but perhaps parts of Oregon 
and Washington State. The quality of paddling opportunities has continued to foster a hotbed for 
whitewater-related advances, instruction, summer camps, tourism, and manufacturing. Many, 
many people live and work in Western North Carolina because of the paddling opportunities 
here. Whitewater paddling is a legitimate thread in the economic and social tapestry of Western 



North Carolina going back many years. Whitewater paddling opportunities are severely 
impacted and limited by hydropower dams in the region, and we rely upon the Wild and Scenic 
Rivers Act to protect the last best free-flowing rivers not dammed or diverted.   
 
We are supportive of the process that the Forest Service has used so far to review potentially 
eligible streams.  In addition to the standard screens employed by the Agency in looking at 
eligibility we ask that the Agency consider the cumulative impacts and incredible footprint that 
dams have in the Southern Appalachians. The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act was authored to 
create a system of protected streams to offset the impacts of dam building.  Western North 
Carolina has almost 400 dams, making our remaining free-flowing rivers all the more important. 
With the big rivers almost all under or blocked by reservoirs, our headwater streams serve as 
critical refugia for biodiversity and river recreation alike. Many of those headwaters streams are 
themselves impacted by dams and development making the remaining free-flowing streams 
extremely important.    
 
Below we will highlight the regionally or nationally significant rare, unique, or exemplary values 
of Western North Carolina streams, and offer citations where appropriate.  I have personally 
paddled many of these streams and can attest to their values.  I have over 20 years of paddling 
experience in WNC, contributed to the most popular guidebook for the area, have a 
comprehensive knowledge of the impacts of hydropower dams in the region, have a background 
in river ecology, and feel comfortable assessing the relative values of rivers in the region. We 
have divided the streams into three sub-regions for ease of discussion. We feel strongly that the 
following streams possess at least the values we list and describe below, and are thus eligible 
for Wild and Scenic designation:  
 
The Northern Mountains 
 

Elk River  Free-Flowing ORV: R 
 
○ Recreation: Elk River Falls is a spectacular 

~50 foot tall waterfall popular with hikers and 
swimmers.  Paddlers launch below the falls, 
or occasionally above them, for a high quality 
river trip over numerous waterfalls and 
powerful rapids.  A 40-foot falls in the heart of 
the gorge is the largest straightforward 
waterfall for paddling in Western North 
Carolina. The waterfalls on the river are 
regionally rare and exemplary. While a 
relatively short section of the river is in North 
Carolina, protection of Elk River Falls would protect a significant recreational attraction in 
and of itself and also indirectly protect recreational opportunities downstream.   



Roaring Creek  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P 
 
○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: Roaring Creek is a tributary to a Natural Heritage 

Program Natural Area (North Toe River).1  
 

Spring Creek  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P, R 
 

○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: 
Spring Creek is a Natural Heritage Program 
Natural Area (Exceptional Value) in concert 
with the French Broad.  Spring Creek offers 
relatively cold and clean water as both refugia 
and as an important input to the French Broad 
system.   

○ Recreation: Spring Creek is a lovely Class III-
IV creek run that is suitable for intermediate 
paddlers. The run boasts some memorable 
ledge drops that grant paddlers a taste of 
verticality without significant objective hazards. Spring Creek is an important recreational 
resource in concert with the French Broad and Big Laurel for bringing people to the 
recreational hub of Hot Springs. See also AW Webpage: 
http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/River/detail/id/1128/, and North Carolina 
Rivers and Creeks, Pg. 179.2  

 
South Toe River  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P, R 

 
○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: The 

South Toe is a Natural Heritage Program 
Natural Area. The South Toe is home to an 
important Appalachian elktoe mussel 
population,3 is home to rare and diverse fish 
species, contains brook trout, and has a 
strong hellbender population. The river is also 
home to Virginia spiraea. With its headwaters 
on the densely forested northeast face of the 
highest mountains in the eastern US, the 
South Toe is an especially important cold water refugia as the climate warms.  

                                                
1 The NC Natural Heritage Program can be researched here: http://www.ncnhp.org.  
2 Davis, Leland. North Carolina Rivers and Creek. Brushy Mountain Publishing, 2005.  FYI, 
there is often a copy on the shelf of the NC Forest Service office to the right of the reception 
desk.  
3 https://ecos.fws.gov/tess_public/profile/speciesProfile.action?spcode=Q2R1 



○ Recreation: The South Toe River boasts Class IV whitewater paddling in its headwaters, 
which eases to outstanding Class III in the reach near Carolina Hemlocks. The river offers 
fine trout fishing. Campers enjoy the stream at Black Mountain Campground and 
dispersed sites, and a diverse array of campers, picnickers, swimmers, and sunbathers 
gather at Carolina Hemlocks to enjoy the river. While much of the South Toe, North Toe, 
and Cane River watersheds are private land with limited public access and significant 
private development the South Toe around Carolina Hemlocks upstream to its headwaters 
(excluding the golf course) offers rare and exemplary opportunities to enjoy the rivers of 
this region.   

 
Middle Creek  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P 

 
○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: 

Middle Creek is a tributary to a Natural 
Heritage Program Natural Area (South Toe 
River). The watershed is recognized as a 
natural area, and retains large trees, and an 
intact cold clear stream with high elevation 
origins. It is also exceptional bear habitat. A 
good trail offers exceptional opportunities to 
view and experience the area.    

 
 
 

Rock Creek  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P, R 
 
○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: 

Rock Creek is a tributary to a Natural 
Heritage Program Natural Area (South Toe 
River).  Rock Creek is larger than Middle 
Creek, and is a major tributary of the South 
Toe. It offers superb brook trout habitat and 
has pockets of old growth and northern 
species. As the highest watershed in the 
Eastern US, Rock Creek offers important 
refugia from climate change. It is also 
exceptional bear habitat.    

○ Recreation: Rock Creek is of similar size and scenic value to the Big East Fork of the 
Pigeon to which people flock to camp, hike, fish, paddle and swim.  One of the recreational 
values of Rock Creek is that it is relatively untrammeled.  Hikers are unlikely to see 
another person or group while exploring the watershed.  A good trail offers views and 
occasional access to the stream’s fishing and swimming holes, as well as scenic vistas of 



the crystal clear tumbling stream.  Beyond the trail hikers and scramble up through the 
stream’s massive namesake rocks through a rarely visited valley of immense beauty. At 
high flows the creek offers a challenging hike-in Class V descent, followed by some high 
quality class III and IV paddling.   

 
Waterfall Creek  Free-Flowing ORV: S 

 
    
○ Scenery: Waterfall Creek offers hikers views of Douglas Falls as well as other cascading 

drops.  The Creek is a popular waterfall viewing destination for visitors to the immensely 
popular Craggy Gardens area on the Blue Ridge Parkway. See images at: 
http://www.ncwaterfalls.com/douglas1.htm    

 
Johns River  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P 

 
○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: Johns River is a Natural Heritage Program 

Natural Area. The 1982 Nationwide Rivers Inventory (NRI) cites fisheries and wildlife 
ORV’s.   

○ Note that the 1982 NRI also cites Scenery, Recreation, Historical and Cultural values, 
stating “remote forested corridor.” 4 

 
Gragg Prong  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P, R 

 
○ Recreation: The Gragg Prong is one of the 

whitewater treasures of Western North Carolina 
with large slides and rapids recognized around the 
world.  The signature rapid is called Drag Strip, a 
long steep slide on which paddlers reach incredible 
speeds and are sent skipping across the pool at the 
bottom. These bedrock features are emblematic of 
the Wilson Creek watershed. Throughout the run, 
as paddlers approach and navigate horizon line 
after horizon line, paddlers traverse a charming 
rhododendron lined gorge. We strongly feel that the 
whitewater paddling experience offered by the 
Gragg Prong warrants protection as an ORV.  AW 
webpage:  
http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/River/d
etail/id/4237/. See also North Carolina Rivers and 
Creeks, Pg. 204.    

                                                
4NRI can be researched here: http://www.nps.gov/ncrc/programs/rtca/nri/states/nc.html 



○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: The Gragg Prong is a tributary to Natural 
Heritage Program Natural Area (Wilson Creek) providing clean and cold water into the 
system.  

 
Lost Cove Creek  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P, R 

 
○ Recreation: Lost Cove Creek offers 

outstanding waterfall viewing and swimming 
for hikers at Hunt Fish Falls.  The Falls is also 
the start of a fine whitewater descent of 
moderate (III/IV) difficulty.  It is a treat to have 
a hike in paddling trip that does not require 
advanced/expert skills to descend. Like 
Harper and North Harper Creek, Lost Cove is 
a key component of the recreational options in 
the Wilson Creek watershed.  We’ll note that 
while Upper Creek and Steels Creek offer interesting paddling, we have chosen to 
emphasize the values of the Wilson Creek watershed as outstanding among their peers. 
AW Website: http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/River/detail/id/3561/.  See also 
North Carolina Rivers and Creeks, Pg. 206. 

○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: Lost Cove Creek is a tributary to Natural Heritage 
Program Natural Area. (Wilson Creek)  

 
North Harper and Harper Creek  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P, R 

 
○ Recreation: North Harper Creek offers daring 

paddlers a chance to descend at least a 
portion of a multi-staged large waterfall in a 
beautiful gorge as well as significant 
backcountry paddling. Like Lost Cove Creek, 
Harper and North Harper Creek are key 
components of the recreational options in the 
Wilson Creek watershed.  We’ll note that 
while Upper Creek and Steels Creek offer 
interesting paddling, we have chosen to 
emphasize the values of the Wilson Creek 
watershed as outstanding among their peers. AW Website: 
http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/River/detail/id/1148/.  See also North Carolina 
Rivers and Creeks, Pg. 207. 

○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: Harper Creek is a tributary to Natural Heritage 
Program Natural Area (Wilson Creek).  

 



Catawba River  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P, R 
 
○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: The 1982 NRI notes fisheries and wildlife values, 

and the river downstream is home to Oconee Bells and other rare species.  The Catawba 
River has been seriously impacted by a chain of dams stretching from near its headwaters 
to the swamps of South Carolina. We feel that given these impacts and the goal of the 
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act to preserve remnants of our last best rivers the upper Catawba 
should be protected as eligible.   

○ Note that the 1982 NRI recognized Scenic, Recreational, Geological, Fisheries, Wildlife, 
Historical, and Cultural ORV’s and noted inspiring scenery rich in diversity of flora. 

  
The Balsams and Escarpment 
 
North Fork French Broad River  Free-Flowing ORV: R 
 
○ Recreation: The North Fork of the French 

Broad is a classic and popular whitewater run 
for paddlers from around the region.  It offers 
paddlers a strong intermediate creek boating 
experience in a beautiful setting, close to 
population centers like Asheville and the 
gateway community of Brevard, without any 
portages. Rapids like Submarine, Razorback, 
the Clog, and the signature Boxcar Falls are 
well known to many paddlers. A large 
watershed provides flows more frequently 
than on many comparable rivers. Local lore 
has it that a narrow gage boxcar was lost in the very deep pool at the base of Boxcar Falls 
during a historical train wreck. The North Fork is the go-to creek for paddling on the south 
face of the Balsams, and is exemplary among its peers like the Davidson and Mills from a 
whitewater paddling standpoint. We would also point out that the rest of the French Broad 
River itself is significantly degraded, and we would like to see its headwaters protected 
(including the West Fork). See also AW Website: 
http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/River/detail/id/1077/. See also North Carolina 
Rivers and Creeks, Pg. 56-57. 

 
Courthouse Creek  Free-Flowing ORV: R, S 

 
○ Recreation: Courthouse Creek offers paddlers some great class IV creek boating when the 

flows are high, and generally too high for other nearby options, making it a great pairing 
with the North Fork French Broad (when one is running at a good flow the other is 



generally not). This creek is a charmer, and 
very pretty.  Paddlers have run Courthouse 
Falls quite successfully. See also North 
Carolina Rivers and Creeks, Pg. 55.   

○ Scenery: Courthouse Falls is a beautiful and 
popular waterfall viewing opportunity.  The 
narrow 50-foot waterfall is unique, exemplary, 
and immediately recognizable among 
waterfall enthusiasts.  

 
Looking Glass Creek  Free-Flowing ORV: R, S 

 
○ Scenery: Looking Glass Falls is an extremely 

popular attraction for visitors to Pisgah, the 
Blue Ridge Parkway, and particularly the 
Brevard area. Water flow is essential to the 
scenic values.    

○ Recreation: Sliding Rock is a unique and 
exemplary waterslide for swimmers at times 
of low water and an equally exemplary 
waterslide for intermediate or advanced 
paddlers at high flows. The rock’s smooth 
surface and perfect pitch make for a great 
descent regardless of your choice of craft. The rest of the creek offers some good micro-
creek boating over several named rapids. Looking Glass Falls has been kayaked several 
times successfully, and it would be hard to consider that anything but exceptional. See 
also North Carolina Rivers and Creeks, Pg. 52.      

 
West Fork Pigeon River  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P, R, S 

 
○ Recreation: The Pigeon River is renowned for 

its degraded water quality, dams, diversions, 
and popular dam-release whitewater run at 
the state line.  Far upstream though the river 
offers some of the best paddling in the East.  
The West Fork is a true gem, offering 
paddlers roughly four miles of unrelenting 
class IV/V whitewater of the highest quality, 
with outstanding scenery that is emblematic of 
the Balsams.  A definite notch easier than the 
also-classic Big East Fork, the West Fork 
offers road access and an online gage, yet has a remote and secluded feel with 



uninterrupted natural views. One rapid if formed by a massive tree embedded in the 
streambed that is comparable to old growth trees found in Joyce Kilmer. Just downstream 
of the run the river is severely impacted by Lake Logan, the paper mill discharge, 
development, Walterville Reservoir, and then a long diverted reach below Walterville Dam.  
The upper forks of the Pigeon are the vestiges of a once great whitewater river stretching 
over 70 miles, and are themselves exemplary.  See also this video: 
https://vimeo.com/148573090, and North Carolina Rivers and Creeks, Pg. 64.   

○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: The West Fork of the Pigeon River is a Natural 
Heritage Program Natural Area (High Value) below the eligible reach and is home to 
appalachian elktoe mussel. The eligible reach has comparable values, brook trout habitat, 
and salamander habitat. It is a high elevation, north facing, largely protected watershed 
that can serve as an important refugia as the climate warms.  While the watershed is 
protected, to our knowledge the river itself is not protected from dams.     

○ Scenery: The main crossing of Highway 215 downstream of the Blue Ridge Parkway is 
commonly referred to as the “Garden of the Gods” by paddlers and offers exemplary 
waterfall viewing looking upstream, and a boulder-strewn high energy river downstream.  

 
Middle Prong WF Pigeon  Free-Flowing ORV: R 

 
○ Recreation: The Middle Prong offers hikers the chance to traverse and view an extremely 

scenic and remote stream that bridges the high elevation balsams with lower elevation 
terrain, all in protected Wilderness.  Paddlers too are treated to remote and wild 
experience. See also North Carolina Rivers and Creeks, Pg. 65.   

 
Little East Fork Pigeon River  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P 

 
○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: The Little East Fork is a tributary of Natural 

Heritage Program Natural Area (West Fork Pigeon River).  
○ Note that the 1982 NRI reported Scenery, Recreational, Geological, Fisheries, and Wildlife 

values for the Little East Fork. See also North Carolina Rivers and Creeks, Pg. 66. 
 

Big East Fork Pigeon River  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P, R 
 
○ Recreation: There is no question that the 

upper reaches of the Big East Fork are 
among the best advanced/expert whitewater 
runs in the eastern United States and are 
deserving of a recreation ORV.  Downstream 
of the 276 bridge though the river also offers a 
very nice paddling descent of moderate 
(Class III) difficulty featuring views up toward 
Cold Mountain and the Balsams. The trip 



takes paddlers through a cobble and boulder riverbed that is actively migrating in some 
locations within its floodplain in a healthy manner. The water quality is outstanding. See 
also North Carolina Rivers and Creeks, Pg. 60 regarding the section above Highway 276, 
and the AW Webpage for the lower section now under consideration: 
http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/River/detail/id/1111/.     

○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: The Big East Fork is a Natural Heritage Program 
Natural Area (High Value), though it appears the Natural Area is below the potentially 
eligible reach. We see no merit in this delineation as there are no biological barriers 
between the reaches and similar habitat exists between the two. We feel that the 
potentially eligible reach is equally deserving of recognition.    

 
Shining Creek & Greasy Cove Prong  Free-Flowing ORV: S 
 
 
○ Scenery: Both Shining Creek and the Greasy 

Cove Prong are beautiful Wilderness streams 
that are often photographed and visited by 
hikers.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(East Fork) Tuckasegee River, Panthertown 
Creek, Greenland Creek, & Frolictown 
Creek.  

 Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P, R, G 

 
○ Geology: These streams are an integrated system that are part of a rare and distinct 

stream type characterized by highly tannic water, sand substrate, and a large influence of 
wood, riparian vegetation, and bedrock in a low-gradient but high elevation valley that also 
contains significant waterfalls. The streams have unique floodplain and wetland systems of 
high biological value. These streams are the best example of their kind, and the only 
example that occurs almost entirely on public lands. The few other similar streams have 
been heavily developed for golf courses, reservoirs, and housing developments. The 
streams of Panthertown Valley are a geomorphological treasure. In addition, numerous 
named cliffs ring the valley.       



○ Recreation: Panthertown Valley is a 
recreational treasure as well, in large part 
because of the streams.  Between 
meandering sections of flatwater are named 
and beautiful waterfalls like Granny Burrell, 
Frolictown, and Wardens that attract hikers. 
Campers and day-hikers alike swim in 
enormous pools and slide down slippery 
water-slides. Rock climbers enjoy viewing and 
swimming in the streams on their way to climb 
granite domes that offer spectacular views.  
Paddlers that hike their boats in are treated to 
one of the most remote and unique descents 
in the southeast.  Launching on either 
Greenland or Panthertown creeks will take 
paddlers on a journey through tunnels of 
rhododendron on meandering tannic water, 
and at times over high quality waterfalls and 
slides.  At their confluence paddlers prepare 
for a wild descent over the large slides and 
rapids of the East Fork of the Tuck as it pours 
out of Panthertown Valley down through a 
seldom-traveled gorge. The remoteness of the streams adds to the paddling experience. 
This section shares some recreational characteristics with Lake Jocassee drainages but is 
easier and more accessible (which is a good 
thing in this case). Without question paddling 
these streams is a unique, and exemplary 
experience. See also AW Website: 
http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/Ri
ver/detail/id/2710/.    

○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: 
Panthertown Valley offers important refugia 
for plants, animals, and specifically aquatic 
species that have little or no similar options 
left in the region. Note that just as the high 
country around Panthertown Valley has been 
largely developed, so too has the Tuckasegee River downstream of the valley, with a 
chain of reservoirs impacting the river for its entire journey from the bottom of the 
recommended eligible reach to Tennessee and beyond. Rare bogs and floodplain 
wetlands dot the valley and support unusual and diverse plants and bryophytes. The 
Valley is excellent bear habitat.        

 



Tanasee Creek  Free-Flowing ORV: R 
 
○ Recreation: Tanasee Creek offers paddlers a 

great Class III-IV whitewater run in the 
Tuckasegee Watershed that is otherwise 
severely impacted by dams. The river is 
rumored to be beautiful and have a decidedly 
remote feel, but without many difficult class IV 
rapids. This run is very different from the upper 
East Fork and other Panthertown runs, and is 
perhaps more similar to the typically 
dewatered West Fork of the Tuckasegee.  
Given that so much of the Tuckasegee headwaters is either under reservoirs or in 
bypassed reaches we feel that Tanassee Creek is a rare example within this watershed 
and the broader region. See also AW Webpage: 
http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/River/detail/id/4242/     

 
Whitewater River  Free-Flowing ORV: R, S 

 
○ Recreation: The Whitewater River’s upper 

gorge is an incredible advanced/expert 
whitewater run featuring huge drops 
separated by calm sections. The mini-gorge 
series may be one of the most unique rapids 
in Western North Carolina as paddlers drop 
and thread through a tiny slot canyon that 
exits at the lip of a 30 foot waterfall. 
Compared to its peers on the Jocassee 
escarpment, the Whitewater is noteworthy for 
having easy road access and a more reasonable length.  It is still a significant undertaking. 
See also North Carolina Rivers and Creeks, Pg. 78-80, and the AW Webpage: 
http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/River/detail/id/3564/.  

○ Scenery:  Viewing opportunities for Whitewater Falls more than justifies a Scenery and 
Recreational ORV. 

○ The 1995 NRI noted Scenic, Recreational, Geological, Fish, Wildlife, and other values. The 
NRI found: “The exposure of ancient rocks produces some of the most spectacular 
scenery in western North Carolina. Sheer cliffs and gorges are caused by erosion. Upper 
Whitewater Falls cascades 411 feet. The Whitewater Gorge contains tropical mosses and 
ferns. Water quality and fishing are excellent. A portion of the 43-mile Foothills Trail runs 
form the USFS parking lot at upper Whitewater Falls.” 

 
 



Thompson River  Free-Flowing ORV: R 
 
○ Recreation: The Thompson is a classic Jocassee 

escarpment run with the huge slides that define the 
zone, which is world-renowned. It is a small 
watershed but when flows are high it offers 
paddlers a committing and exhilarating descent 
through rhododendron-lined banks at incredible 
speeds. The Thompson is growing in popularity 
among paddlers. The Forest Service manages no 
other comparable river. See AW Webpage: 
http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/River/d
etail/id/1133/.   

○ The 1995 NRI noted Scenic, Recreational, 
Geological, Wildlife, and other values. The NRI 
states: “The river contains scenic waterfalls, 
cascades, and rapids. The main gorge and sheer 
cliffs caused by erosion and river action are 
impressive. Extensive surrounding forests support 
healthy populations of game and non-game species, including black bear. The main gorge 
area contains tropical species, while other vegetation representative of the Southern 
Appalachians are found.” 

 
Overflow Creek  Free-Flowing ORV: R 

 
○ Recreation: Overflow Creek is among the top dozen or so most classic and beloved 

whitewater steep creeks in the Southern Appalachians. It boasts a stunning diversity of 
waterfalls and rapids that are of the highest quality. While the whitewater run is 
downstream of the potentially eligible reach, protecting the headwaters would help protect 
this incomparable recreational treasure.  

 
Far Western North Carolina 
 

Cullasaja River  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P, R, S 
 
○ Recreation: The Upper Cullasaja is a short and sweet Class V whitewater run featuring the 

incomparable Triple Drop rapid. This is one of the most accessible runs on which to 
paddle whitewater of this scale and challenge.  Scenic values are high with Highway 64 
offering views and access. See also North Carolina Rivers and Creeks, Pg. 98, and the 
AW Webpage: http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/River/detail/id/3397/.  

○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: The Cullasaja is a Natural Heritage Program 
Natural Area (High Value). 



○ Scenery: Bordered by the Scenic Byway of Highway 64 the Cullasaja offers outstanding 
views of a steep mountain stream laced with waterfalls. Nearby Highlands, NC has a 
tourism and second-home economy based 
largely on the scenic attributes of the area.   

○ The 1995 NRI found Scenic, Recreational, 
Geological, Fisheries, Wildlife, Historical, 
Cultural, and other ORVs. The NRI notes: “In 
a 7.5-mile national forest section, the river 
drops 1300 feet. Known as the Cullasaja 
Gorge, it has three well-known waterfalls. The 
gorge has been recognized as botanically 
diverse, beautiful, and geologically unique in 
the Southern Blue Ridge. Numerous rare 
plants occur within the gorge. US64 roughly 
parallels the river and has been designated a USFS Scenic Byway. The river is a NC 
Class B trout stream. Archaeological sites have been identified dating from as early as the 
Archaic Period.” 

 
Slickrock Creek  Free-Flowing ORV: R 

 
○ Recreation: One of the most remote streams 

in Western North Carolina, Slickrock poses 
the kind of challenges for paddlers that 
exemplify Wilderness recreation. A significant 
and gorgeous hike-in is required to even 
assess flows.  Once on the water paddlers 
traverse 5.5 miles of challenging whitewater 
with significant wood in the river, followed by 
a significant paddle-out on Calderwood 
Reservoir. We view Slickrock as recreationally 
rare for its remote nature and Wilderness paddling character.  See also North Carolina 
Rivers and Creeks, Pg. 130. 

 
Cheoah River  Free-Flowing Questionable ORV: F, W, P, R 

 
○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: The Cheoah River contains an important isolated 

population of appalachian elktoe mussels,1 as well as Virginia Spirea. It is also the site of 
the reintroduction of several rare fish species. The entire Cheoah River is either under a 
reservoir or in a diverted reach which American Whitewater and the Forest Service played 
a large role in restoring flows to.  The river is still impacted by the flow diversion, but is 
functioning well given our collective restoration efforts. We struggle with whether such a 
highly regulated diversion reach should be considered “free-flowing.”   



○ Recreation: The Cheoah is without question an 
outstanding whitewater run, and likely the most 
continuous “big-water” run in the region. 9 miles 
of great class III and IV whitewater flow when 
the dam releases 18 times annually. As stated 
above, this is the only river listed in these 
comments that give us pause regarding its free-
flowing status.  It undoubtedly has ORV’s in 
spite of the hydropower diversion. See also 
North Carolina Rivers and Creeks, Pg. 128, and the AW Webpage: 
http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/River/detail/id/3146/.     

 
Santeetlah Creek  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P, R 

 
○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: 

Santeetlah Creek is a Natural Heritage 
Program Natural Area. Brook trout thrive high 
in the watershed, and the Creek is home to a 
biologically important population of the rare 
and endemic Junaluska salamander. The 
Creek also is home to remnants of old growth 
forest. A recent/imminently planned dam 
removal reconnects significant habitat and 
restores unbroken free-flowing status. The 
larger Cheoah Watershed is severely impacted by Santeetlah Dam and others on the Little 
Tennessee River. Many other tributaries are severely impacted and/or developed. 
Santeetlah is the largest stream left in the watershed with significant values and merits 
protection in this context as well as on its own merits.  

○ Recreation: Santeetlah Creek is an unqualified recreational gem. Fishing and camping are 
superb. The upper reaches of the Creek offer a Class V kayaking run of storied beauty, 
challenge, and quality.  The big trees, stout bedrock rapids, and clear water define the run. 
Below the more challenging section is mile after mile of gorgeous class III and IV 
whitewater all the way to Santeetlah Reservoir, which undoubtedly drowns even more 
great whitewater.  Paddlers are transported between towering walls of mature mountain 
laurel and rhododendron, through moderate and memorable whitewater, amidst a feeling 
of great natural purity, even with the road nearby. See also North Carolina Rivers and 
Creeks, Pg. 124-126, and the AW Webpages: 
http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/River/detail/id/3383/, 
http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/River/detail/id/3382/, 
http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/River/detail/id/1121/.    

 
 



Little Santeetlah Creek  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P 
 
○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: Little Santeetlah Creek is a tributary of a Natural 

Heritage Program Natural Area (Santeetlah Creek) 
 

Sassafras Creek  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P 
 
○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: Sassafras Creek is a tributary of a Natural 

Heritage Program Natural Area (Snowbird Creek) 
 

Gibby Branch  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P 
 
○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: Gibby Branch is a tributary of a Natural Heritage 

Program Natural Area (Brush Creek - Little TN River) 
 

Wayah Creek  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P 
 
○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: Wayah Creek is a Natural Heritage Program 

Natural Area 
 

Britton Creek  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P 
 
○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: Britton Creek is a tributary of Natural Heritage 

Program Natural Area (Valley River) 
 

Hiwassee River  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P 
 
○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: The Hiwassee River is a Natural Heritage 

Program Natural Area. Numerous rare species call the river home, including the 
cumberland bean mussel5 which may or may not reside in the potentially eligible reach. 
The Hiwassee is a biologically diverse river that has been severely impacted by dams. 
Remaining free-flowing river reaches are thus extremely valuable as refugia for rare 
species. Large rivers with good water quality are regionally rare given the impacts of dams 
and pollution, making the Hiwassee especially valuable habitat.  

 
Fires Creek  Free-Flowing ORV: F, W, P, R 

 
○ Fish, Wildlife, Plants / Ecological Values: Fires Creek is a Natural Heritage Program 

Natural Area. Fires Creek is home to one of the most significant hellbender populations in 

                                                
5 http://www.fws.gov/raleigh/species/es_cumberland_bean.html 



NC and Southeast, an important population of 
rare smoky mountain dace, as well as at least 
two rare species of crayfish: hiwassee 
headwaters crayfish and the valley river 
crayfish. On the edge of a region where 
freshwater ecology has been devastated by 
dams, Fires Creek is an important refuge.   

○ Recreation: Fires Creek offers paddler miles of 
continuous class II-III+ whitewater offering an 
exceedingly fun recreational experience.  The 
run is in an area severely impacted by dams, making it valuable as a wild place amidst 
otherwise developed waterways.  See also AW Webpage: 
http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/River/detail/id/3925/.      

 
Thank you for considering these comments.  The remaining free-flowing streams in the 
Nantahala and Pisgah national forest are beacons of hope for eastern waterways.  They still 
flow clean and cold and support incredible biodiversity and a robust recreation economy and 
lifestyle. They form the heart of one of the world’s great paddling destinations. Dams have had a 
profound impact on the rivers and streams of our region, and we ask that the Forest Service 
protect at least the rivers listed above as a system of outstanding rivers and streams set aside 
from future development.    
  
Sincerely,  

 
Kevin Colburn 
National Stewardship Director 
American Whitewater 
PO Box 1540 
Cullowhee, NC 28723 
828-712-4825 
kevin@americanwhitewater.org   
 



	
Kevin Colburn 

National Stewardship Director 
P.O. Box 1540 

Cullowhee, NC 28723 
828-712-4825 

www.americanwhitewater.org  kevin@americanwhitewater.org    
 
 
April 28, 2014 

 
Re: Nantahala and Pisgah National Forest Planning Scoping Comments 
 
Dear Forest Service Planning Staff,  
 
American Whitewater is pleased to offer the following scoping comments and comments 
on the relevant Need For Change document.  We have been attending USFS and 
Partnership meetings to learn more about the interests of other forest visitors and to 
share our own.  We have appreciated the efforts of the Forest Service to run a 
transparent process and we encourage the USFS to more fully participate in and 
recognize the Partnership’s collaborative process.  
 
On May 6, 2013 American Whitewater filed comments during the Assessment Phase of 
the Forest Planning Process.  We incorporate these prior comments herein as official 
scoping comments, and have attached our Assessment Comments to this comment 
letter.  In short we ask that the USFS fully consider: 
 

• Whitewater paddling as a well-established form of sustainable recreation that is 
unique to the region and the Forest, and that is exceptional, economically 
important, and highly compatible with other activities and protective designations. 
See 2012 USFS Planning Rule § 219.10(b)(i) 

• The effects of hydropower dams on the ecological, recreational, and 
geomorphological values of rivers on USFS lands, and ongoing opportunities to 
mitigate negative impacts and enhance any benefits.  See 2012 USFS Planning 
Rule § 219.8(b)(2), Sustainability. 

• The eligibility of the rivers listed in our Assessment Comments for Wild and 
Scenic River designation, while deferring all suitability determinations.  This 
recommendation was echoed in the Need For Change / NOI and we appreciate 
this acknowledgement.  We look forward to working with the USFS and other 
stakeholders on an Eligible Wild and Scenic River inventory.  See 2012 USFS 
Planning Rule, § 219.7(a)(2)(vi) 

• Managing Wild and Scenic Rivers in a protective manner consistent with existing 
data and USFS policies, with special emphasis on the Chattooga Wild and 
Scenic River. We will elaborate on this point below.  See 2012 USFS Planning 
Rule § 219.10(b)(i), and § 219.10(b)(v) 

 
Updating the Comprehensive River Management Plan for the Chattooga River   
 
The Need for Change / NOI does not mention the need to update the Comprehensive 
River Management Plan (CRMP) for the Chattooga Wild and Scenic River, which is 
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integrated throughout the current Forest Plan under Amendment 22.  This plan must be 
updated through the new Forest Planning process, because unmodified inclusion of 
Amendment 22 would not be consistent with current monitoring data or Forest Service 
policy including but not limited to the new Forest Planning Rule. 
 
Amendment 22 is currently the subject of litigation that will likely be resolved well within 
the timeframe of this Forest Planning process.  This litigation may or may not affect the 
decision space of the USFS or the information needed for legal decision-making. Most 
importantly, this litigation is based on a record comprised of predictions of recreational 
use numbers and conflicts that have since been replaced and refuted by monitoring 
data.  Regardless of the outcome of the litigation, the new Forest Plan will be based on a 
new and substantially different record that conflicts with assumptions made in support of 
Amendment 22 and must therefore be updated.  
 
Specifically, Amendment 22 was based on the assumption that 1200 paddlers would 
descend the Upper Chattooga River between Grimshawes Bridge and Highway 28 
annually.  Two of three sections of the Upper Chattooga River are in the Nantahala 
National Forest.  Monitoring data confirm that this was an overestimate, as roughly 200 
paddlers actually descended the river annually.  Thus the encounter estimates that the 
USFS based paddling limits on were off by a factor of six.  In other words, the USFS 
could allow six times more boating and stay within their target encounter thresholds.  
The lifting of the seasonal, water level, and geographical closures on the Upper 
Chattooga will not result in 6 times more paddling opportunities.  Thus, these limits are 
now proven to be unnecessary.     
 
These findings support what the USFS knows to be true on the upper Chattooga and 
every other free-flowing, steep class V stream in the region:  noncommercial paddling is 
a compatible form of sustainable recreation that does not require any prohibitions based 
on season, geography, or flow because demand does not approach or exceed such 
streams’ environmental or social carrying capacity.  Simply put, paddlers’ need for high, 
stochastic, and relatively rare high flows, and the skills needed to paddle Class V more 
than sufficiently limit whitewater paddling on streams like the Upper Chattooga.  
Furthermore, differing flow preferences more than adequately separate paddlers from 
the vast majority of other visitors.   
 
Amendment 22 also prohibits paddling on tributaries to the Upper Chattooga and did so 
without any analysis.  Banning paddling with no evidence of need is not acceptable.   
 
Court documents explaining Amendment 22 authored by the USFS definitively state that 
“the USFS neither permits nor prohibits floating on [the Chattooga WSR between 
Grimshawes Bridge and Green Creek].1 Current plan, permit and other agency language 
is far from clear on this point.  The new Forest Plan must be clear that the agency does 
not prohibit paddling upstream of Green Creek, including on USFS lands adjacent to 
Grimshawes Bridge (Whiteside Cove Road’s crossing of the Chattooga).    
 

	
1	See	Answering	Brief	of	Federal	Defendents-Appellees,	2/20/2014,	Footnote	9,	
page	15.	American	Whitewater	vs.	Tidwell.				
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To assist the USFS in considering this we propose that the USFS considers the 
following alternative: 
 

Proposed Chattooga WSR CRMP Alternative 
  

• Paddling on Upper Chattooga tributaries is managed as it is on all other small 
headwater streams in the Nantahala and Pisgah National Forest (and all other 
National Forests).  Specifically, paddling is allowed without flow, season, or 
geographical restrictions.  Paddlers continuing into the Upper Chattooga WSR 
corridor from a tributary must comply with all permit conditions for the Upper 
Chattooga WSR.  

• No permits are required for paddling the Chattooga WSR upstream of Green 
Creek, where the USFS imposes no restrictions on paddling.   

• Self-issued permits are required for paddling, fishing, hiking, or otherwise 
entering the Upper Chattooga WSR corridor between Green Creek and Highway 
28.   

• Paddling on Upper Chattooga WSR is managed as it is on all other headwater 
streams in the Nantahala and Pisgah National Forest. Specifically, paddling is 
allowed without flow, season, or geographical restrictions.  

• Paddlers must utilize and carry certain equipment including a boat designed for 
whitewater river travel, a PFD, and a helmet.   

• Paddlers must travel in groups no larger than 8.  
 
Under this alternative the mandatory permit will allow the USFS to monitor 
paddling and other activities as is required by the Forest Planning Rule and the 
WSR Act, and in concert with standard biophysical monitoring and adaptive 
management will ensure standards are not exceeded.  Management of the river 
and tributaries will be consistent with all data and USFS policy for the first time 
since 1976.  Management costs will significantly decrease, allowing for allocation 
of resources to real issues threatening the river.  Safety will be increased by the 
elimination of warm weather and lower water paddling prohibitions.   Americans 
wanting to experience the river in a kayak, canoe, or raft will be able to have that 
outstanding experience without needless constraints, including continuous trips 
down the entire Wild and Scenic River.  Other visitors will be hard pressed to 
encounter a group of paddlers if they want to.  The river and all its values that 
caused it to be designated a Wild and Scenic River will be protected and 
enhanced.  Subsequent limits on any or all uses remain possible if they are 
proven necessary by monitoring, with fair and equitable indirect limits preceding 
direct limits.       

 
Proposed Upper Chattooga WSR Desired Condition 

 
We propose the following desired condition regarding the upper Chattooga WSR: 
 
“The Chattooga River will be managed to protect and enhance the values that caused 
the river to be designated, including the provision of sustainable recreation. Sustainable 
forms of recreation will be managed consistent with USFS policy, monitoring data, and 
reasonable visitor capacities. The seasonal, geographical, and flow limits on paddlers 
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will be ended in favor of fair, equitable, and nationally consistent river management. 
Recreational use will be monitored to ensure standards are met and that the river offers 
outstanding sustainable recreation.”  
 
Conclusions 
 
These scoping comments are aimed to support the USFS in providing for sustainable 
recreation, and in protecting and enhancing the outstanding and unique rivers of the 
Forests.  We enjoy a great collaboration with the Nantahala and Pisgah national forests 
on the management of the Nantahala, Cheoah, and other regional rivers.  Our proposed 
changes take this collaborative model to the one river where we needlessly conflict – the 
Upper Chattooga. We look forward to exploring opportunities to enhance the protection 
and enjoyment of rivers and streams across the Forests. Thank you for considering 
these comments.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kevin Colburn 
National Stewardship Director 
American Whitewater 
PO Box 1540  
Cullowhee, NC 28723 
828-712-4825 
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Kevin Colburn 
National Stewardship Director 

2725 Highland Drive 
Missoula, MT 59802 

406-543-1802 
www.americanwhitewater.org  kevin@americanwhitewater.org    
 
 
May 6, 2013 

 
Re: Nantahala and Pisgah National Forest Planning 
 
Dear Forest Service Planning Staff,  
 
American Whitewater would like to thank USFS staff for the opportunity to provide these 
comments on the assessment-phase of this new Forest planning process.  American 
Whitewater is a national non-profit organization dedicated to conserving and restoring 
our county’s whitewater resources, and to enhancing opportunities to enjoy them safely.  
We have over 5,500 members - typically non-commercial kayakers, rafters, and 
canoeists – many of whom regularly paddle rivers flowing through the Forests.    In 
addition we are partners in managing several rivers on the Forests where we have 
invested significant effort into flow restoration and/or management.  We look forward to 
working with the Forest Service and the public in developing protective and nationally 
consistent management plans for the Forests.       
 
Canoeing, kayaking and rafting are likely the oldest forms of travel and exploration aside 
from walking.  Though technological advances have improved safety (as in all outdoor 
recreation) the core elements of the activity remain; exploring natural areas by paddling 
a small boat through the landscape on rivers.  Each river is a natural trail through the 
landscape, reflecting the character of the geology and natural beauty.  Paddling is 
human-powered, place-based, low-impact, quiet, non-consumptive, skill-based, and 
Wilderness-compliant.  In short, it is exactly the kind of activity and experience covered 
under the definition of “sustainable recreation” in the new Forest Planning Rule.  
 
As we understand the assessment phase of the new Forest Planning process, you are 
now seeking pre-existing information that can help form the factual basis for the 
remainder of the planning process, as well as some high-level comments on topics we 
would like the plan to cover.  Our comments seek to provide exactly this type of 
information and context.  
 

1. Whitewater Paddling Across the Forests and Region 
 
The mountains of Western North Carolina have played a prominent role in the 
development of modern whitewater paddling, especially creek boating.  Today, the 
region is not only a sought after destination for paddlers from across the globe, but also 
a home for many paddlers.  Many paddlers cut their teeth at a summer camp in the 
region, at the Nantahala Outdoor Center, or at one of the regional universities.  Regional 
paddling events draw hundreds or thousands of attendees, paddling related businesses 
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like Liquid Logic kayaks and Astral Buoyancy have located here, and you can find even 
paddler-themed restaurants.  Paddling has been part of the social and economic fabric 
of the region for at least half a century, and remains so today more than ever.    
 
Paddling resources exist in the region on Forest Service, Park Service, State, and 
private lands.  The Forests offer paddlers spectacular rivers and scenery with assured 
legal access.  Most rivers in the region are runnable only after significant rainfall, and 
paddlers on most rivers see few other visitors.  In a region of high recreational use, 
paddling offers people a way of experiencing spectacular seldom-visited areas in relative 
or total solitude.  
 
The National Whitewater Rivers Inventory offers a relatively comprehensive view of 
paddling in the region.2  This Inventory also has a geospatial Google Earth layer 
associated with it that can be downloaded at the bottom of the above referenced page.3 
We have also created a Google Earth more specific layer of whitewater rivers on the 
Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests.4   
 

2. Hydropower’s Role in River Recreation on the Forests 
 
The Southern Appalachians have been highly developed for hydropower generation for 
well over half a century.  This development has had significant deleterious effects on 
aquatic biodiversity and has also had a profound effect on river-based recreation.  Many 
prime whitewater boating opportunities lie beneath reservoirs, and diversions have left 
some rivers without adequate or predictable flows to support paddling. Over the past 13 
years American Whitewater has worked closely with the Forest Service and other 
regional stakeholders to remedy or enhance flow regimes on several regional rivers.  We 
look forward to a continued partnership on each of these rivers.  These rivers have 
become (or in some cases continued to be) recreational treasures in the region, and we 
expect the new Forest Plan to seek to support and where possible enhance these 
recreational opportunities. The rivers we would like the USFS to focus on are: 
 

a. Cheoah River 
 
The Cheoah is a regionally unique 9-mile long Class IV big water river that is deeply 
valued by the paddling community.  American Whitewater, the Forest Service and other 
partners negotiated a restored flow regime and new access areas for the Cheoah 
between 2000 and 2005.  The first release was celebrated in the fall of 2005, and 
approximately 18 releases per year have occurred sine that time.  The ongoing 
restoration of the Cheoah River is governed by the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission under Project Number 2169.   
 
The US Forest Service, American Whitewater, and our partners negotiated a process for 
adding additional recreational releases to the Cheoah River when the ecological 
recovery of the river was deemed to have sufficiently progressed.  This process must be 

	
2 http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/River/state-summary/state/NC/   
3 http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/River/state-summary/state/NC/.kml  
4 http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/Document/view/documentid/1152/ 		
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initiated by the federal agencies.  We as that the Forest Service review this process, and 
integrate it into the Forest Plan as a means of providing for sustainable recreation.  
Doing so would have significant recreational and economic benefits.  

 
b. Nantahala River 

 
The lower Nantahala River is one of the most heavily rafted rivers in the Nation thanks in 
large part to flows provided by Duke Energy, access provided by the Forest Service, and 
various services supplied by Forest Service permitted outfitters.  A new license for the 
Nantahala Hydroelectric Project, under FERC Project Number 2692, institutionalizes the 
flows.  This license is based on a Settlement Agreement signed by both American 
Whitewater and the Forest Service following a multi-year collaborative process.  In 
addition, the license initiated new releases on the Upper Nantahala in the fall of 2012. 
These releases, 8 per year, offer paddlers a predictable Class III/IV section (the Upper) 
and a Class IV+ section (the Cascades) paddling opportunity. To fully take advantage of 
this recreational opportunity, the Forest Service will be building new river access areas 
along the Upper Nantahala for paddlers and anglers per the Settlement Agreement.  We 
ask that the Forest planning process support and cover the access improvements 
planned for the Upper Nantahala.      
 

c. Tuckasegee River 
 
The Tuckasegee River also benefitted from a collaborative dam relicensing process that 
involved American Whitewater and the Forest Service.  The resulting settlement 
enhanced recreational releases for the Class I-II+ stretches of the Tuckasegee, along 
with its East Fork which is a popular freestyle paddling resource.   New releases began 
on the river’s upper West Fork in the spring of 2013.  Numerous access areas, 
campsites, and other recreational improvements were also part of this relicensing effort.  
The licenses for the East and West Fork should be reviewed as part of the assessment 
phase of the Forest planning process (see FERC Project No. 2686 and 2698).  
 

d. Pigeon River 
 
The Pigeon River between Walters Dam and the powerhouse flows through a long and 
scenic gorge bordering Great Smoky Mountains National Park and boasting miles of 
Class IV/V rapids.  There are currently no scheduled flows in this reach that is fittingly 
called “the Pigeon River Dries.”  What could be an outstanding recreational opportunity 
is instead a dry riverbed.  At the time of relicensing (FERC Project Number 432), 
American Whitewater was not involved and water quality concerns led to a FERC 
license that supported the dewatering of the river, at least until water quality improved.  
Water quality has now improved, and the Forest Service is a stakeholder with significant 
post-licensing rights.  The Forest Plan could consider and envision a restored Pigeon 
River Dries as a means of providing for sustainable recreation.   
 

3. Revisiting Wild and Scenic Eligibility and Suitability 
 
The Forest Planning Rule requires an undated inventory be included as an appendix in 
all new forest plans.  Where past inventories have been completed, new information 
and/or changed conditions should trigger updates to the inventory.  We feel that 
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recreational and other conditions on the Forest have changed sufficiently to trigger an 
update.    
 
The Forests currently consider 11 streams eligible for Wild and Scenic designation.  
These are: 
 

• Nolichucky River (now suitable): A classic, scenic, and relatively high volume 
Class III+ whitewater river that frequently has sufficient flows to support paddling.  

• Wilson Creek (now designated): A unique and popular Class IV+ whitewater 
creek run, along with easier upper reaches and more challenging headwater 
runs.   

• Nantahala River: Class I/II sections above the reservoir, Class IV+ and III/IV 
sections in the hydropower diversion reach, and predictably running and high 
quality Class II+ below the hydro station offer a great diversity that draws 
hundreds of thousands of paddlers each year.    

• Snowbird Creek:  Snowbird offers one of the most remote whitewater creek 
runs in the region, as well as a nice lower run that is road accessible.  The water 
quality, scenery, and remote nature of Snowbird make it a unique stream for 
paddling.   

• Mills River (North and South Forks): Remote rivers that offer paddlers a route 
well off the beaten track.   

• Davidson River: The Davidson offers paddlers a lovely and scenic beginner run, 
as well as a high quality Class IV upper creek run.  

• Big East Fork Pigeon River (+Dark and Yellowstone Prongs): The Big East 
Fork is remote, difficult to catch, and challenging.  It offers paddlers up to its 
challenges one of the most beautiful river trips in the region studded with unique 
and powerful rapids.   

• Linville River:  Linville Gorge is without equal.  It is the longest and among the 
most challenging whitewater runs in the region, with large and memorable rapids.  
The river transports paddlers through a geologic and scenic wonder. The river is 
known worldwide for its challenge and superb experience.    

• Tellico River: The Tellico offers many paddlers their first taste of vertical 
whitewater, and boasts an array of Class II, III, and IV paddling opportunities in a 
beautiful river valley.  The rapids are renown nationwide.   

 
Each of these streams provide outstanding and remarkable whitewater recreation 
opportunities. In addition we would believe at least the following streams are also free-
flowing and possess at least one Outstanding Remarkable Value, and should therefore 
be found eligible for Wild and Scenic designation: 
 

• Elk River: The Twisting Falls Section of the Elk offers some of the biggest 
runnable waterfalls on the Forests in a scenic gorge.  The big drops are a 
highlight of any trip, even if they are just viewed by paddlers walking around 
them. To the extent the USFS has sufficient land holdings, the Elk is eligible.   

• Gragg Prong:  The Gragg Prong (of Lost Cove Creek) has become a coveted 
creek run in recent years (since the last eligibility inventory).  The run offers 
paddlers a remote trip through the rhododendron over slides like the nationally 
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known “Dragstrip Slide.”  As the headwaters of Wilson Creek, the Gragg Prong 
would make an excellent addition to a protected watershed.   

• Greasy Cove Prong (of the Big East Fork of the Pigeon): The Forest Service 
currently finds the Big East Fork of the Pigeon, its Dark Prong, and its 
Yellowstone Prong eligible.  We believe the Greasy Cove Prong, a sizeable and 
wild stream should also be included in this list.  

• Lost Cove Creek: Lost Cove Creek upstream of its confluence with the Gragg 
Prong offers hikers and paddlers a remote and scenic gorge with sliding 
waterfalls and deep pools.   

• North Harper Creek: North Harper offers paddlers a remote adventure in the 
classic Wilson Creek Watershed.  A big portage keeps use low, but for those that 
go the opportunities for solitude and adventure are terrific.  

• West Fork Pigeon River: The West Fork of the Pigeon is one of the most 
commonly paddled steep creeks in the Asheville Area.  While road accessible, 
paddlers are transported down a remote-feeling high elevation whitewater run of 
high quality.  

• Middle Prong of the Pigeon: The Middle Prong offers a rare hike-in Wilderness 
adventure with high quality rapids, old growth, and spectacular scenery in a small 
streambed.  

• Little East Fork of the Pigeon: The Little East Fork offers an exceptional 
whitewater run in a scenic valley down a section known as “the Bathtubs.”  

• Flat Laurel Creek: Flat Laurel is seldom paddled but is a popular hiking 
destination and its falls are some of the most impressive in the vicinity of the Blue 
Ridge Parkway. Along with the West Fork of the Pigeon Flat Laurel is an 
exceptional scenic resource.  

• Santeetlah Creek:  Santeetlah offers both a great Class III+ run and a 
challenging classic upper Class V run.  Upper Santeetlah is valued by paddlers 
for its steep and memorable rapids, old growth forest, and pristine water quality.  

• Thompson River:  The most rugged and challenging of the unique tributaries of 
Jocassee Reservoir, the Thompson has outstanding scenic values for it slides 
and falls.   

• Upper East Fork Tuckasegee:  There is nowhere quite like the Panthertown 
valley, where streams meander over sandy riverbeds before precipitously 
tumbling over falls and slides.  The Upper East Fork of the Tuckasegee 
(upstream of Tanassee Reservoir) flows through and from Panthertown Valley 
and offers paddlers a unique and exemplary Class IV/V river trip over towering 
slides.  

• Whitewater River: The Whitewater River offers scenic waterfalls and 
spectacular challenging whitewater.  Big falls and slides set the whitewater apart 
from many regional streams, and its remote nature further highlights the value of 
this wild river.   

 
We request that the Forest Service consult the National Whitewater Rivers Inventory,5 
the Asheville Area Boating Beta Page,6 and North Carolina Rivers and Creeks7 to gain a 

	
5	http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/River/state-summary/state/NC/  	
6	http://boatingbeta.com		
7	Davis, Leland. North Carolina Rivers and Creeks. Brushy Mountain Publishing. 2005.    
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better perspective of the recreational opportunity these rivers offer, and update their Wild 
and Scenic River eligibility inventory based on this new recreational information.  We 
request that the Forest Service not pursue suitability determinations for any streams 
found eligible at this time.  Suitability should be deferred until triggered by a conservation 
or development proposal, because suitability involves an economic and political 
snapshot that is irrelevant to the stream’s long-term merit for inclusion in the system.      
 

4. Management of Wild and Scenic Rivers on the Forests 
 
The Nantahala National Forest currently maintains unique geographical, seasonal, and 
water level based prohibitions on paddling the Wild and Scenic Upper Chattooga River 
in order to avoid “potential conflicts” between paddlers and other visitors.  
 
Year round prohibitions on paddling tributaries to the Upper Chattooga and the Upper 
Chattooga River itself between Grimshaw’s Bridge and Green Creek were previously 
excluded from NEPA and not analyzed.  
 
These prohibitions on a single form of sustainable recreation are not in keeping with 
Forest Service policy or mandates under the new planning rule.  
 
All of the prohibitions on the Upper Chattooga were based solely on assumptions about 
future recreational use, since paddling was totally prohibited during past consideration of 
the issue, and since other visitors were neither counted nor surveyed.  We now have the 
benefit of data.  Results of monitoring being currently conducted, including the permit 
data from the first winter of restricted boating, should be fully considered in the 
development of the new plan.  It is our experience that paddling use has been much 
smaller in quantity and impacts than predicted by the Agency prior to having actual data 
to base decision on.   
 
In addition, paddling prohibitions on the upper 2+ miles of the Upper Chattooga, and the 
tributaries of the Upper Chattooga have no basis or need, and should be eliminated.   
 
The plan should consider, allow, and implement changes to the management of the 
upper Chattooga and its tributaries that ease paddling restrictions to be consistent with 
Agency policy and the new monitoring results.     
 
Thank you for considering these comments,  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kevin Colburn 
National Stewardship Director 
American Whitewater 
2725 Highland Drive 
Missoula, MT 59802 
kevin@americanwhitewater.org  

	
	



	  
	  

Kevin Colburn 
National Stewardship Director 

2725 Highland Drive 
Missoula, MT 59802 

406-543-1802 
www.americanwhitewater.org  kevin@americanwhitewater.org    
 
 
May 6, 2013 

 
Re: Nantahala and Pisgah National Forest Planning 
 
Dear Forest Service Planning Staff,  
 
American Whitewater would like to thank USFS staff for the opportunity to provide these 
comments on the assessment-phase of this new Forest planning process.  American 
Whitewater is a national non-profit organization dedicated to conserving and restoring 
our county’s whitewater resources, and to enhancing opportunities to enjoy them safely.  
We have over 5,500 members - typically non-commercial kayakers, rafters, and 
canoeists – many of whom regularly paddle rivers flowing through the Forests.    In 
addition we are partners in managing several rivers on the Forests where we have 
invested significant effort into flow restoration and/or management.  We look forward to 
working with the Forest Service and the public in developing protective and nationally 
consistent management plans for the Forests.       
 
Canoeing, kayaking and rafting are likely the oldest forms of travel and exploration aside 
from walking.  Though technological advances have improved safety (as in all outdoor 
recreation) the core elements of the activity remain; exploring natural areas by paddling 
a small boat through the landscape on rivers.  Each river is a natural trail through the 
landscape, reflecting the character of the geology and natural beauty.  Paddling is 
human-powered, place-based, low-impact, quiet, non-consumptive, skill-based, and 
Wilderness-compliant.  In short, it is exactly the kind of activity and experience covered 
under the definition of “sustainable recreation” in the new Forest Planning Rule.  
 
As we understand the assessment phase of the new Forest Planning process, you are 
now seeking pre-existing information that can help form the factual basis for the 
remainder of the planning process, as well as some high-level comments on topics we 
would like the plan to cover.  Our comments seek to provide exactly this type of 
information and context.  
 

1. Whitewater Paddling Across the Forests and Region 
 
The mountains of Western North Carolina have played a prominent role in the 
development of modern whitewater paddling, especially creek boating.  Today, the 
region is not only a sought after destination for paddlers from across the globe, but also 
a home for many paddlers.  Many paddlers cut their teeth at a summer camp in the 
region, at the Nantahala Outdoor Center, or at one of the regional universities.  Regional 
paddling events draw hundreds or thousands of attendees, paddling related businesses 
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like Liquid Logic kayaks and Astral Buoyancy have located here, and you can find even 
paddler-themed restaurants.  Paddling has been part of the social and economic fabric 
of the region for at least half a century, and remains so today more than ever.    
 
Paddling resources exist in the region on Forest Service, Park Service, State, and 
private lands.  The Forests offer paddlers spectacular rivers and scenery with assured 
legal access.  Most rivers in the region are runnable only after significant rainfall, and 
paddlers on most rivers see few other visitors.  In a region of high recreational use, 
paddling offers people a way of experiencing spectacular seldom-visited areas in relative 
or total solitude.  
 
The National Whitewater Rivers Inventory offers a relatively comprehensive view of 
paddling in the region.1  This Inventory also has a geospatial Google Earth layer 
associated with it that can be downloaded at the bottom of the above referenced page.2 
We have also created a Google Earth more specific layer of whitewater rivers on the 
Nantahala and Pisgah National Forests.3   
 

2. Hydropower’s Role in River Recreation on the Forests 
 
The Southern Appalachians have been highly developed for hydropower generation for 
well over half a century.  This development has had significant deleterious effects on 
aquatic biodiversity and has also had a profound effect on river-based recreation.  Many 
prime whitewater boating opportunities lie beneath reservoirs, and diversions have left 
some rivers without adequate or predictable flows to support paddling. Over the past 13 
years American Whitewater has worked closely with the Forest Service and other 
regional stakeholders to remedy or enhance flow regimes on several regional rivers.  We 
look forward to a continued partnership on each of these rivers.  These rivers have 
become (or in some cases continued to be) recreational treasures in the region, and we 
expect the new Forest Plan to seek to support and where possible enhance these 
recreational opportunities. The rivers we would like the USFS to focus on are: 
 

a. Cheoah River 
 
The Cheoah is a regionally unique 9-mile long Class IV big water river that is deeply 
valued by the paddling community.  American Whitewater, the Forest Service and other 
partners negotiated a restored flow regime and new access areas for the Cheoah 
between 2000 and 2005.  The first release was celebrated in the fall of 2005, and 
approximately 18 releases per year have occurred sine that time.  The ongoing 
restoration of the Cheoah River is governed by the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission under Project Number 2169.   
 
The US Forest Service, American Whitewater, and our partners negotiated a process for 
adding additional recreational releases to the Cheoah River when the ecological 
recovery of the river was deemed to have sufficiently progressed.  This process must be 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/River/state-summary/state/NC/   
2 http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/River/state-summary/state/NC/.kml  
3 http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/Document/view/documentid/1152/ 	  	  
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initiated by the federal agencies.  We as that the Forest Service review this process, and 
integrate it into the Forest Plan as a means of providing for sustainable recreation.  
Doing so would have significant recreational and economic benefits.  

 
b. Nantahala River 

 
The lower Nantahala River is one of the most heavily rafted rivers in the Nation thanks in 
large part to flows provided by Duke Energy, access provided by the Forest Service, and 
various services supplied by Forest Service permitted outfitters.  A new license for the 
Nantahala Hydroelectric Project, under FERC Project Number 2692, institutionalizes the 
flows.  This license is based on a Settlement Agreement signed by both American 
Whitewater and the Forest Service following a multi-year collaborative process.  In 
addition, the license initiated new releases on the Upper Nantahala in the fall of 2012. 
These releases, 8 per year, offer paddlers a predictable Class III/IV section (the Upper) 
and a Class IV+ section (the Cascades) paddling opportunity. To fully take advantage of 
this recreational opportunity, the Forest Service will be building new river access areas 
along the Upper Nantahala for paddlers and anglers per the Settlement Agreement.  We 
ask that the Forest planning process support and cover the access improvements 
planned for the Upper Nantahala.      
 

c. Tuckasegee River 
 
The Tuckasegee River also benefitted from a collaborative dam relicensing process that 
involved American Whitewater and the Forest Service.  The resulting settlement 
enhanced recreational releases for the Class I-II+ stretches of the Tuckasegee, along 
with its East Fork which is a popular freestyle paddling resource.   New releases began 
on the river’s upper West Fork in the spring of 2013.  Numerous access areas, 
campsites, and other recreational improvements were also part of this relicensing effort.  
The licenses for the East and West Fork should be reviewed as part of the assessment 
phase of the Forest planning process (see FERC Project No. 2686 and 2698).  
 

d. Pigeon River 
 
The Pigeon River between Walters Dam and the powerhouse flows through a long and 
scenic gorge bordering Great Smoky Mountains National Park and boasting miles of 
Class IV/V rapids.  There are currently no scheduled flows in this reach that is fittingly 
called “the Pigeon River Dries.”  What could be an outstanding recreational opportunity 
is instead a dry riverbed.  At the time of relicensing (FERC Project Number 432), 
American Whitewater was not involved and water quality concerns led to a FERC license 
that supported the dewatering of the river, at least until water quality improved.  Water 
quality has now improved, and the Forest Service is a stakeholder with significant post-
licensing rights.  The Forest Plan could consider and envision a restored Pigeon River 
Dries as a means of providing for sustainable recreation.   
 

3. Revisiting Wild and Scenic Eligibility and Suitability 
 
The Forest Planning Rule requires an undated inventory be included as an appendix in 
all new forest plans.  Where past inventories have been completed, new information 
and/or changed conditions should trigger updates to the inventory.  We feel that 
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recreational and other conditions on the Forest have changed sufficiently to trigger an 
update.    
 
The Forests currently consider 11 streams eligible for Wild and Scenic designation.  
These are: 
 

• Nolichucky River (now suitable): A classic, scenic, and relatively high volume 
Class III+ whitewater river that frequently has sufficient flows to support paddling.  

• Wilson Creek (now designated): A unique and popular Class IV+ whitewater 
creek run, along with easier upper reaches and more challenging headwater 
runs.   

• Nantahala River: Class I/II sections above the reservoir, Class IV+ and III/IV 
sections in the hydropower diversion reach, and predictably running and high 
quality Class II+ below the hydro station offer a great diversity that draws 
hundreds of thousands of paddlers each year.    

• Snowbird Creek:  Snowbird offers one of the most remote whitewater creek 
runs in the region, as well as a nice lower run that is road accessible.  The water 
quality, scenery, and remote nature of Snowbird make it a unique stream for 
paddling.   

• Mills River (North and South Forks): Remote rivers that offer paddlers a route 
well off the beaten track.   

• Davidson River: The Davidson offers paddlers a lovely and scenic beginner run, 
as well as a high quality Class IV upper creek run.  

• Big East Fork Pigeon River (+Dark and Yellowstone Prongs): The Big East 
Fork is remote, difficult to catch, and challenging.  It offers paddlers up to its 
challenges one of the most beautiful river trips in the region studded with unique 
and powerful rapids.   

• Linville River:  Linville Gorge is without equal.  It is the longest and among the 
most challenging whitewater runs in the region, with large and memorable rapids.  
The river transports paddlers through a geologic and scenic wonder. The river is 
known worldwide for its challenge and superb experience.    

• Tellico River: The Tellico offers many paddlers their first taste of vertical 
whitewater, and boasts an array of Class II, III, and IV paddling opportunities in a 
beautiful river valley.  The rapids are renown nationwide.   

 
Each of these streams provide outstanding and remarkable whitewater recreation 
opportunities. In addition we would believe at least the following streams are also free-
flowing and possess at least one Outstanding Remarkable Value, and should therefore 
be found eligible for Wild and Scenic designation: 
 

• Elk River: The Twisting Falls Section of the Elk offers some of the biggest 
runnable waterfalls on the Forests in a scenic gorge.  The big drops are a 
highlight of any trip, even if they are just viewed by paddlers walking around 
them. To the extent the USFS has sufficient land holdings, the Elk is eligible.   

• Gragg Prong:  The Gragg Prong (of Lost Cove Creek) has become a coveted 
creek run in recent years (since the last eligibility inventory).  The run offers 
paddlers a remote trip through the rhododendron over slides like the nationally 
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known “Dragstrip Slide.”  As the headwaters of Wilson Creek, the Gragg Prong 
would make an excellent addition to a protected watershed.   

• Greasy Cove Prong (of the Big East Fork of the Pigeon): The Forest Service 
currently finds the Big East Fork of the Pigeon, its Dark Prong, and its 
Yellowstone Prong eligible.  We believe the Greasy Cove Prong, a sizeable and 
wild stream should also be included in this list.  

• Lost Cove Creek: Lost Cove Creek upstream of its confluence with the Gragg 
Prong offers hikers and paddlers a remote and scenic gorge with sliding 
waterfalls and deep pools.   

• North Harper Creek: North Harper offers paddlers a remote adventure in the 
classic Wilson Creek Watershed.  A big portage keeps use low, but for those that 
go the opportunities for solitude and adventure are terrific.  

• West Fork Pigeon River: The West Fork of the Pigeon is one of the most 
commonly paddled steep creeks in the Asheville Area.  While road accessible, 
paddlers are transported down a remote-feeling high elevation whitewater run of 
high quality.  

• Middle Prong of the Pigeon: The Middle Prong offers a rare hike-in Wilderness 
adventure with high quality rapids, old growth, and spectacular scenery in a small 
streambed.  

• Little East Fork of the Pigeon: The Little East Fork offers an exceptional 
whitewater run in a scenic valley down a section known as “the Bathtubs.”  

• Flat Laurel Creek: Flat Laurel is seldom paddled but is a popular hiking 
destination and its falls are some of the most impressive in the vicinity of the Blue 
Ridge Parkway. Along with the West Fork of the Pigeon Flat Laurel is an 
exceptional scenic resource.  

• Santeetlah Creek:  Santeetlah offers both a great Class III+ run and a 
challenging classic upper Class V run.  Upper Santeetlah is valued by paddlers 
for its steep and memorable rapids, old growth forest, and pristine water quality.  

• Thompson River:  The most rugged and challenging of the unique tributaries of 
Jocassee Reservoir, the Thompson has outstanding scenic values for it slides 
and falls.   

• Upper East Fork Tuckasegee:  There is nowhere quite like the Panthertown 
valley, where streams meander over sandy riverbeds before precipitously 
tumbling over falls and slides.  The Upper East Fork of the Tuckasegee 
(upstream of Tanassee Reservoir) flows through and from Panthertown Valley 
and offers paddlers a unique and exemplary Class IV/V river trip over towering 
slides.  

• Whitewater River: The Whitewater River offers scenic waterfalls and 
spectacular challenging whitewater.  Big falls and slides set the whitewater apart 
from many regional streams, and its remote nature further highlights the value of 
this wild river.   

 
We request that the Forest Service consult the National Whitewater Rivers Inventory,4 
the Asheville Area Boating Beta Page,5 and North Carolina Rivers and Creeks6 to gain a 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4	  http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/River/state-summary/state/NC/  	  
5	  http://boatingbeta.com	  	  
6	  Davis, Leland. North Carolina Rivers and Creeks. Brushy Mountain Publishing. 2005.    
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better perspective of the recreational opportunity these rivers offer, and update their Wild 
and Scenic River eligibility inventory based on this new recreational information.  We 
request that the Forest Service not pursue suitability determinations for any streams 
found eligible at this time.  Suitability should be deferred until triggered by a conservation 
or development proposal, because suitability involves an economic and political 
snapshot that is irrelevant to the stream’s long-term merit for inclusion in the system.      
 

4. Management of Wild and Scenic Rivers on the Forests 
 
The Nantahala National Forest currently maintains unique geographical, seasonal, and 
water level based prohibitions on paddling the Wild and Scenic Upper Chattooga River in 
order to avoid “potential conflicts” between paddlers and other visitors.  
 
Year round prohibitions on paddling tributaries to the Upper Chattooga and the Upper 
Chattooga River itself between Grimshaw’s Bridge and Green Creek were previously 
excluded from NEPA and not analyzed.  
 
These prohibitions on a single form of sustainable recreation are not in keeping with 
Forest Service policy or mandates under the new planning rule.  
 
All of the prohibitions on the Upper Chattooga were based solely on assumptions about 
future recreational use, since paddling was totally prohibited during past consideration of 
the issue, and since other visitors were neither counted nor surveyed.  We now have the 
benefit of data.  Results of monitoring being currently conducted, including the permit 
data from the first winter of restricted boating, should be fully considered in the 
development of the new plan.  It is our experience that paddling use has been much 
smaller in quantity and impacts than predicted by the Agency prior to having actual data 
to base decision on.   
 
In addition, paddling prohibitions on the upper 2+ miles of the Upper Chattooga, and the 
tributaries of the Upper Chattooga have no basis or need, and should be eliminated.   
 
The plan should consider, allow, and implement changes to the management of the 
upper Chattooga and its tributaries that ease paddling restrictions to be consistent with 
Agency policy and the new monitoring results.     
 
Thank you for considering these comments,  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Kevin Colburn 
National Stewardship Director 
American Whitewater 
2725 Highland Drive 
Missoula, MT 59802 
kevin@americanwhitewater.org  
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